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1. INTRODUCTION 

This statement is an attempt to describe part of the grammar structure of the Tagabawa 

language. It is a preliminary description, and as such is neither complete nor definitive. 

Nevertheless, it should provide an adequate introduction for anyone interested in the 

grammatical structure of Tagabawa in particular, or languages of the southern Philippines 

in general. The reader may also wish to consult “Tagabawa Texts” (awaiting publication) 

compiled by Lauretta J. DuBois and Carl D. DuBois, which presents a different analysis of 

some of the same data using a grammar model developed and applied by Dr. Sherri 

Brainard. 

The Tagabawa language belongs to the Manobo subfamily of Philippine languages. 

The Tagabawa people are also referred to as Bagobo, a designation used also for speakers 

of Guiangan (or Jangan, or Dyangan), a different language not belonging to the Manobo 

subfamily. Both of the words Tagabawa and Bagobo are pronounced by the people 

themselves with a final glottal stop, Tagabawà and Bagobò respectively. 

The data on which this description is based was collected during the years 1987 to 

2004 in Sitio Lambac, Malasila, Makilala, North Cotabato. The authors collected the data 

under the auspices of the Summer Institute of Linguistics. The first and primary source of 

data has been a collection of over 200 pages of transcribed and analyzed (interlinear) texts. 

The least-used source of data has been elicited material, which has been included only 

when primary source examples were lacking. The principal language assistant was Ms. 

Peligrina E. Lambac. 

This analysis was facilitated by a linguistic workshop held at Nasuli, Malaybalay City, 

by Dr. Rudy Barlaan in August-September, 1993, under the auspices of the Summer 

Institute of Linguistics. Several colleagues, especially Dr. Alan Healey, read the 

description in its preliminary form and offered helpful suggestions. 

This statement describes the Tagabawa language as spoken by those residing in 

Malasila, Makilala, North Cotabato. It is assumed to be the same for the entire language 

spoken throughout a roughly semicircular area south of Mount Apo extending from 

Kidapawan on the west to Toril on the east, including parts of North Cotabato and Davao 

del Sur provinces and the southern portion of Davao City.  

The orthography of Tagabawa consists of sixteen consonants and six vowels. The 

consonants are: b [b], d [d], g [�], h [h], k [k], l [l], m [m], n [n], ng [�], p [p], r [�], s [s], 
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t [t], w [w], y [j],  �[�]. The vowels are: a [�], á [�], é [e][�], i [i], ó [	], u [o]. The glottal 

stop is a phoneme that occurs word finally and is always represented by the symbol ` in 

this position, e.g. batà [b�t��] ‘child’. On the other hand, it never occurs word medially as 

a coda, except in reduplicated forms, e.g. salàsalà [s�l��s�l��] ‘fraught with sin’. The 

glottal stop also occurs word initially and intervocalically (i.e. as an onset following an 

open syllable). In these positions it is not represented orthographically, e.g. apù [��pu�] 

‘grandparent’ or ‘grandchild’ and buuy [bu�uj] ‘fruit’. Tagabawa has only CV and CVC 

syllables; consequently, any word written orthographically as a vowel-inital word always 

begins with a glottal stop. Furthermore, any word written with a sequence of vowels 

always has an intervocalic glottal stop. Stress is phonemic but not written. Regarding the 

use of [l] and [�] , Tagabawa speakers in the Makilala area prefer [l] , whereas [�] is 

spoken elsewhere. 

Abbreviations used in the morphemic gloss line of numbered examples include the 

following: 

1PL   first person plural 

1SG   first person singular 

2PL   second person plural 

2SG   second person singular 

3PL   third person plural 

3SG   third person singular 

ADJ   adjective 

DIST   distributive  

EX   exclusive (we) 

GEN   genitive 

HAB   habitual 

IN    inclusive (we) 

INV   involuntary 

IRR   irrealis 

LK   linker 

MP1   marking particle set 1 

MP2   marking particle set 2 

MP3   marking particle set 3 

NEG   negative 

NEUT  neutral 
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NMR   nominalizer 

NOUN noun 

OF   Object focus 

PL   plural 

REAL  realis 

RF   Referent focus 

SF    Subject focus 

TEMP  temporal 

2. THE FOCUS SYSTEM 

The focus system is the clause-level syntactic relationship between the predicate and 

one of the substantive phrases of a verbal clause that is highlighted as the Topic. At least 

three terms have historically been used to describe this relationship: focus, voice and case. 

The first two terms are about equally common, with ‘case’ a distant third. Therefore I have 

not hesitated to use the first. 

The focus relationship is indicated by a pair of co-occurring features. First, the 

substantive phrase that serves as Topic is preposed by one of certain ‘case-marking’ 

particles that identifies its primary relation to the verb. Equivalent pronouns and 

demonstratives are similarly identified. Second, verb affixation indentifies the ‘case-

marked’ Topic as the actor/agent, patient, or beneficiary. Non-topic substantive phrases 

and their equivalents are similarly but contrastively identified. The three possible focus 

constructions are Subject focus, Object focus, and Referent focus. 

2.1 The forms of case marked elements 

Case marking identifies nuclear clause level elements as Subject, Object, or Referent, 

and one of these as Topic. In a given nuclear clause, only one element may be marked as 

Topic. If the Topic is not the Subject,  a nonfocused Subject may occur.  

2.1.1 Personal names 

The particular marking particle (MP) preposed to a personal name indicates whether 

the name is functioning as (1) Topic, (2) nonfocused Subject, or (3) nonfocused Object or 
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Referent. The three markers that indicate these different functions are (1) si (or its free 

variant ás), (2) i, and (3) ki (or its more infrequent free variant ák). These marking 

particles will hereafter be referred to as members of Sets 1, 2, and 3, respectively. 

Numbered examples throughout this description are displayed in the following four 

line format: 

(0) Tagabawa text 

morphemic analysis 

morphemic gloss 

‘free translation’ 

 (1) si Marcos 

si Marcos 

MP1 Mark 

‘Mark.’ 

 (2) i Mingka 

i Mingka 

MP2 Mingka 

‘Mingka’ 

 (3) ki Paliman 

ki Paliman 

MP3 Paliman 

‘Paliman’ 

2.1.2 Noun phrases 

A noun phrase may include such optional components as possessive, demonstrative, 

quantifier, descriptive and appositive. Because these components are optional, a noun 

phrase may consist of a single word. 

The particular marking particle preposed to a noun phrase indicates whether the noun 

phrase is functioning as (1) Topic, (2) nonfocused Subject, or (3) nonfocused Object or 

Referent. The three most frequent markers that indicate these functions are (1) tô, (2) katô, 
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and (3) katô. The  second and third marking particles are homophonous; the  reason for 

keeping them separate will become apparent later. 

 (4) tô áppuy 

tô áppuy 

MP1 snake 
‘the snake’ 

 (5) katô batà 

katô batà 

MP2 child 

‘the child’ 

 (6) katô mga pamula 

katô mga pamula 

MP3 PL plant 

‘the plants’ 

2.1.3 Pronouns 

Pronouns do not have a separate marking particle to indicate their function in the 

clause. Instead, the particular case set to which a pronoun belongs indicates whether it is 

functioning as (1) Topic, (2) nonfocused Subject or (3) nonfocused Object or Referent. 

Each pronoun has four case forms: (1) a, (2) ku, (3) kanak and (4) either sak or sakán. 

The first three forms function in the same way as the three sets of marked phrases already 

described for names and noun phrases and can substitute for them. The fourth form 

belongs to a pronoun set used mainly in the equational clause type, which, because it is 

non-verbal, has not been included in this brief description of verbal clauses. 

All forms of the pronouns, along with the corresponding personal name and common 

noun phrase markers, are shown in tables 1 and 2. 

Table 1: Tagabawa Phrase Markers  

 

 SET 1  
Topic 

SET 2 
nonfocused 

SET 3 
nonfocused 
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Subject Object or 
Referent 

Personal Names: si / ás i ki / ák 

Common Nouns: 

general: é ka / ák ka / ák / ta1 

specific: tô katô katô 

proximate: ni kani kani 

remote: yan kanan kanan 

 

Table 2: Tagabawa Pronouns 

 

PERSONAL 
PRONOUNS: 

SET 1  
Topic 

SET 2 
nonfocused 
Subject 

SET 3 
nonfocused 
Object or 
Referent 

SET 4  
Emphatic 

Singular: 1st a ku kanak sak / sakán 

            2nd ka nu / ikuna2 áknikó sikuna / áskuna 

            3rd Ø / sikandin / 
áskandin 

din / ikandin2  kandin sikandin / 
áskandin 

 Plural: 1st(excl) ké dé áknami sikami / áskami 

     1st& 2nd(incl) ki ta áknita sikita / áskita 

            2nd kó yu / ikiyu2 ákniyu sikiyu / áskiyu 

            3rd dan / sikandan / 
áskandan 

dan / ikandan2 kandan sikandan / 
áskandan 

 

                                                 
1  The ta form is used only when the Referent substantive phrase is also preceded by a prepositional 

demonstrative, such as dini ta, dutun ta, or their contractions (nit, tut, etc.). 

2 The 2nd and 3rd person forms ikuna, ikandin, ikiyu and ikandan are used only when a Topic 1st or 2nd person 

pronoun cooccurs, and which they immediately follow. 
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2.2 The forms of verbal affixation 

In Tagabawa, each verb affix can simultaneously perform more than one function. 

Affixes signal major categories of mode, tense, focus, aspect, and orientation. The labels 

in Table 3 indicate one or more common functions for each affix. 

Two modes are marked by contrastive sets of verb affixes. The intentive mode 

indicates that the action of the verb is intentional, deliberate, or voluntary. The involuntary 

mode indicates that the action of the verb is unintentional, due to natural causes, 

circumstantial, compulsive, or abilitative. 

Independent forms of the verb show a contrast between Realis, Irrealis, Neutral, and 

Habitual. 

Verb affixation signals whether the Topic substantive phrase is functioning as the 

Subject, Object, or Referent in the clause. 

The forms of verbal affixes are shown in Table 3. 

Table 3: Abbreviated Table of Tagabawa Verbal Affixes 

INTENTIVE MODE: 

 REALIS3 IRREALIS NEUTRAL/ 
IMPERATIVE 

HABITUAL 

SF ig- M-/-um-4 Ø ág- 

OF ig- -án/-n5 -i / Ø6 ág--án5 

RF ig--an -an -i ág--an 

                                                 
3 All Realis tense prefixes have two allomorphs, one having initial /m/ and the other having initial unwritten 

glottal stop (as shown in the table). These allomorphs occur interchangeably, although the shorter forms 

seem to be preferred by most speakers. 

4 For words with an initial vowel, m- occurs as a prefix. For words with initial consonants /p/ and /b/, m- 

replaces the consonant. For words with all other initial consonants, -um- occurs as an infix following the 

consonant. 

5 All Object focus suffixes of the form –án have two allomorphs. Consonant final words are suffixed with -

án; vowel final words are suffixed with –n. 

6 The Neutral form takes the suffix –i; the Imperative form does not take a suffix. 
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Distributive Aspect:7 

DSF igpaN- maN- paN- ágpaN- 

DOF igpaN- paN--án paN--i ágpaN--án 

DRF igpaN--an paN--an paN--i ágpaN--an 

INVOLUNTARY MODE: 

ISF ika- maka- paka-8 ágpaka- 

IOF i-/in-9 ma- ka- ágka- 

IRF i--an/in--an9 ka--an ka--i ágka--an 

Causative Voice: 

CSF igpa- pa- pa- ágpa- 

COF igpa- pa--án pa-/pa--i10 ágpa--án 

CRF igpa--an pa--an pa--i ágpa--an 

Reciprocal Aspect: 

RSF igpa--é pa--é pa--é ágpa--é 

Adjectival Derived verbs: 

ASF igma- kuma- ma- ágma- 

                                                 
7 The nasal phoneme /N/ in Distributive prefixes assimilates to the point of articulation of the initial 

consonant of the verb stem and replaces it. Thus the bilabial nasal /m/ replaces initial /p/, /b/, and /m/; the 

alveolar nasal /n/ replaces initial /t/, /d/, /s/, /n/, /l/, and /r/; and the velar nasal /ng/ replaces initial /k/, /g/, 

/ng/, and unwritten glottal stop. 

8 When a Realis negative cooccurs, the verbal affix for ISF is ika-. 

9 The Involuntary Realis prefix form i- occurs with words having initial consonants; the prefix form in- 

occurs with words having initial unwritten glottal stop (i.e. words written as vowel initial). Both of these 

prefixes have two allomorphs, one having initial /m/ and the other having initial unwritten glottal stop (as 

shown in the table). These allomorphs occur interchangeably, although the shorter forms seem to be 

preferred by most speakers. 

10 The Neutral form takes pa--i; the Imperative form takes pa-. 
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2.3 Examples of focused clauses 

2.3.1 Subject focus (SF) 

Subject focus indicates that the subject phrase is the Topic or focus complement of the 

clause. The Subject is typically the one performing the predicated action. The verb is 

affixed with one of the Subject focus affixes (shown in table 3 as SF, DSF, ISF, CSF, 

RSF, ASF).  

In example (7), the verb is sággó ‘cry’, and the focused Subject pronoun is sikandan 

‘they’. 

 (7) Ágpansággó dán sikandan 

ág-pan-sággó dán sikandan 

HAB.SF-DIST-cry now 3PL 

‘They were each one crying.’ 0622:15 

In example (8), the verb is pamasusu ‘give birth’, and the focused Subject pronoun is 

sikandin ‘she’. 

 (8) Mamasusu dán sikandin. 

M-pamasusu dán sikandin 

IRR.SF-give.birth now 3SG 

‘She is going to give birth now.’ 0622:19 

In example (9), the verb is pamuyù ‘ask for’, and the focused Subject pronoun is a ‘I’. 

 (9) Diya ágpamuyù.... 

dì-a ág-pamuyù 

not-1SG HAB.SF-ask 

‘I will not ask for (anything)....’ 0622:25 

2.3.2 Object focus (OF) 

Object focus indicates that the Object phrase is the Topic or focus complement of the 

clause. The Object is typically the semantic patient, and is grammatically similar to the 
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Direct Object in English. The verb is affixed with an Object focus affix (shown in table 3 

as OF, DOF, IOF, COF). 

In example (10), the verb is pid ‘take’, and the focused Object phrase is tô kudà din 

‘his horse’. 

 (10 Igpid din tô kudà din. 

mig-pid din tô kudà din 

REAL.OF-bring 3SG MP1 horse 3SG 

‘He took along his horse.’ 0622:10 

In example (11), the verb is sállág ‘observe’, and the focused Object phrase is tô bayi 

‘the woman’. 

 (11) Ágsállággán i Paliman tô bayi na dì dán pakatónnók. 

ág-sállág-án i Paliman tô bayi na dì dán paka-tónnók 

HAB.OF-observe-_ MP2 Paliman MP1 woman LK not now NEUT.SF-still 

‘Paliman observed the woman that she would not now be able to remain quiet 

(i.e. she was becoming restless).’ 0622:29 

2.3.3 Referent focus (RF) 

Referent focus indicates that the Referent phrase is the Topic or focus complement of 

the clause. The Referent is typically the semantic beneficiary of the predicated action and 

is grammatically similar to the Indirect Object in English. The verb is affixed with a 

Referent focus affix (shown in table 3 as RF, DRF, IRF, CRF).  

In example (12), the verb is ábbù ‘cut open’, and the focused Referent phrase is tô 

gátták ‘abdomen’. 
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 (12) Atin.ka ágpamasusu tô bayi, gábbuan tô 

atin.ka ág-pamasusu tô bayi ág-ábbù-an tô 

when._ HAB.SF-give.birth MP1 female HAB.RF-cut.open-_ MP1 

gátták.... 

gátták 

abdomen 

‘Whenever a woman gives birth, her abdomen is cut open....’ 0622:5a 

2.3.4 Nonfocused Subject 

In a clause where the Subject substantive phrase is not in focus, a nonfocused Subject 

substantive phrase may occur. The nonfocused Subject is typically the agent of the 

predication, and takes pronouns or markers from Set 2 in tables 1 and 2.  

In example (13), the nonfocused Subject phrase is i Basagan ‘Basagan’. 

 (13) Gangatan i Basagan tô mga sakup din. 

ág-angat-an i Basagan tô mga sakup din 

HAB.RF-wait-_ MP2 Basagan MP1 PL subject his 

‘Basagan was waiting for his subjects.’ 0622:12 

In example (14), the nonfocused Subject is i Paliman ‘Paliman’. 

 (14) Ágtádduan i Paliman tô mga manubù diyan.ta 

ág-táddù-an i Paliman tô mga manubù diyan.ta 

HAB.RF-instruct-_ MP2 Paliman MP1 PL person there.at 

  Banga ka ágpamánnun é kawat.... 

Banga ka ág-pa-mánnu-án é ka-awat 

Banga MP3 HAB.NMR-how-_ MP1 NMR-receive.baby 

‘Paliman instructed the people at Banga about how to perform midwifery....’ 

0622:47 
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2.3.5 Nonfocused Object 

In a clause where the Object substantive phrase is not in focus, a nonfocused Object 

substantive phrase may occur. The nonfocused Object is typically the patient, and takes 

pronouns or markers from Set 3 in tables 1 and 2.  

In example (15), the nonfocused Object phrase is ka inámmán ‘something to drink’. 

 (15) su mimu ki ka inámmán. 

su M-imu ki ka inám-án 

because IRR.SF-make 1PL.IN MP3 drink-NMR 

‘because we will make something to drink.’ 0622:43b 

In example (16), the nonfocused Object is ka marapung agung ‘many brass gongs’. 

 (16) Igbággayan sikandin ka marapung agung. 

mig-bággé-an sikandin ka ma-rapung agung 

REAL.RF-give-_ 3SG MP3 ADJ-many gong 

‘He was given many brass gongs.’ 0622:52 

2.3.6 Nonfocused Referent 

In a clause where the Referent substantive phrase is not in focus, a nonfocused 

Referent substantive phrase may occur. The nonfocused Referent is typically the 

beneficiary, and takes pronouns or markers from Set 3 in tables 1 and 2. Even though 

nonfocused Referent takes the same pronouns and markers as nonfocused Object, the 

nonfocused Referent is typically preposed by members of a limited set of directional 

prepositions, including dutun ‘at’, diyan ‘toward’, dini ‘here at’, kannun ‘here at’, taddô 

‘there at’, tikud ‘from’, sippang ‘to’, datas ‘above’. The nonfocused Object is never 

preposed by these prepositions.  

In example (17), the nonfocused Referent phrase is dutun ki Datù Basagan ‘to Datu 

Basagan’. 
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 (17) Sábbad álló, gimarrimar sikandin na madun dutun 

sábbad álló ág-imarrimar sikandin na M-sadun dutun 

one day HAB.SF-prepare.to 3SG LK IRR.SF-go there 

ki Datù Basagan na ágdatuán dutun_ta Banga. 

ki datù Basagan na ág-datù-án dutun_ta Banga 

MP3 datu Basagan LK HAB.NMR-datu-_ there.at Banga 

‘One day, he prepared to go to Datu Basagan, who was the leader at Banga.’ 

0622:9 

In example (18), the nonfocused Referent phrase is tun dalám katô mabataan ‘inside 

the womb’. 

 (18) ágkangén tô malambù tun dalám katô mabataan. 

ág-kangé-án tô malambù dutun dalám katô mabataan 

HAB.OF-take-_ MP1 fat there inside MP3 womb 

‘the fat is taken from inside the womb.’ 0622:5b 

3. CORRELATION OF FOCUS AND ROLE 

The focus system is part of the syntactic structure of the language, and the participant 

role system is part of the semantic structure. How these two systems are correlated will 

now be the center of attention. 

Verb affixation indicates what function the focused substantive phrase has in the 

clause, and a particular marking particle (or an equivalent pronoun) indicates that the 

substantive phrase so marked is the Topic. In Tagabawa, the verbal affix indicates that the 

Topic substantive phrase is functioning in the clause as the Subject, the Object or the 

Referent. However, the focus system does not control either the type or number of 

participants in a given clause. 

The verb dictates which semantic roles are relevant for describing the predicated 

activity. For example, a given verb may allow only an agent to occur, but another verb 
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may require that an agent and patient or location must occur. The particular participant 

roles that typically occur with each verb in Tagabawa are indicated in the dictionary.11 

A particular role required by a given verb in order for the predicated activity to be 

described may be either explicit or implicit in a given clause. When it is not explicit, it is 

normally found in the preceding linguistic context, the extra-linguistic environment, or the 

shared experience of the speaker and hearer. 

In order for clauses not to be nonsensical, each participant must also be capable of 

fulfilling the semantic role that is assigned to it by the particular verb with which it occurs. 

For example, agents and beneficiaries must be animate, and instruments are normally 

inanimate but may include parts of the body that are under the control of their owner. 

Participant roles are part of the semantic structure, whereas the focus system is part of 

the syntactic structure. However, because there is not a one to one correspondence 

between participant roles and surface structure syntactic functions, and because some of 

the surface structure forms are homophonous, the identification of roles must at times be 

tentative and subject to subsequent revision. The roles described here are those that occur 

in Tagabawa with greater statistical frequency, and that appear to be relevant in 

distinguishing classes of verb classes. 

The Actor is the animate participant who performs the action of an intransitive 

predication. 

The Experiencer is the animate participant who experiences the action of the 

predication. There is no formal difference between Actor/Agent and what might be labeled 

Experiencer. 

The Agent is the animate participant who performs the action of a transitive 

predication. The Agent is the primary, rather than the intermediate mover. 

The Patient is the animate or inanimate participant that is most directly affected  or 

changed by the predication; it typically undergoes a change of state or location. 

                                                 
11 Other participant roles, such as time, place, purpose and reason, may occur in all clauses. Because they are 

non-nuclear roles, they are not included in this brief description. 
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The Beneficiary is the (typically animate) participant that is advantaged or 

disadvantaged by the predication.  

The Instrument is the inanimate means usually used in some way by the agent to 

accomplish the predication. An Instrument is often a tool, but it may also be a body part 

under the control of the owner, or an external stimulus, such as one of the forces of nature 

or a circumstantial cause. In a Subject focus clause, it may function as the focused Agent. 

The number and kind of roles that are required serve as the primary basis for grouping 

verbs into a finite number of subclasses. The advantage of classifying verbs in this way is 

that similarities and differences can be more easily seen, thereby reducing the diversity to 

manageable proportions.  

3.1 Classes of Active Verbs 

Five classes of active verbs occur. They are divided according to verb affixation and 

the choice of role participants. Active verbs are typically intentional and deliberate, and 

contrast with Involuntary and Causative verbs.12  

3.1.1 Class 1 (SF:actor -um-) 

In this class the verb is only affixed for Subject focus: ig- ‘realis tense’, -um- ‘irrealis 

tense’, (Ø) ’neutral tense’, and ág- ‘habitual tense’. 

The only required role is that of Actor. A Locale may optionally occur, but is 

peripheral to the kernel clause. 

Verbs in this class are normally thought of as intransitive actions.  

In example (19), the verb is tindág ‘stand up’, and the focused Actor is si Paliman 

‘Paliman’. 

 (19) Igtindág si Paliman. 

mig-tindág si Paliman 

REAL.SF-stand MP1 Paliman 

‘Paliman stood up.’ 0622:31 
                                                 
12 Causative clauses and the roles that occur in them have not been included in this description. 
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In example (20), the verb is sakal ‘move’, and the focused Actor is tô batà ‘the child’. 

 (20) Marikit dán ágsakal tô batà dutun.ta gátták din. 

ma-rikit dán ág-sakal tô batà dutun.ta gátták din 

ADJ-continually now HAB.SF-move MP1 baby there.in abdomen her 

‘The child was continually moving (toward birth) in her abdomen.’ 0622:30 

Other verbs in this class include:  

arang ‘to groan or moan’ 

awak ‘to stand with one’s hands on one’s hips’ 

ihab ‘to yawn’ 

imbabuy ‘to crawl on one’s hands and knees’ 

ngadág ‘to emit an odor’ 

3.1.1.1 Ambient verbs 

A subset of class 1 verbs consists of ambient verbs, i.e. those that have to do with 

meteorological phenomena (wind, rain, earthquake, etc.). These verbs take affixes identical 

to the ones already listed. Although these verbs are affixed for Subject focus, no explicit 

Actor role occurs, and for this reason they may seem misplaced here among single role 

verbs. But because these verb roots are all nouns, it is possible to think of them as having 

the Actor merged with the verb.  

In example (21), the verb is kirám ‘of lightnng to flash’. 

 (21) Na, atin ka ágkirám dán,... 

na atin.ka ág-kirám dán 

LK whenever HAB.SF-lightning now 

‘And whenever lightning flashes,...’ 0118:14 

Other verbs in this class include: 
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kilat ‘of thunder to sound’ 

karamag ‘of the wind to blow’ 

udan ‘of rain to fall’ 

linug ‘of the earth to quake’ 

bagyó ‘of a typhoon to occur’ 

sarérab ‘of mist to appear’ 

3.1.1.2 Reciprocal verbs 

Another subset of class 1 verbs consists of verbs affixed for Reciprocal action: igpa--é 

‘realis tense’, pa--é ‘irrealis tense’, pa--é ‘neutral tense’, and ágpa--é ‘habitual tense’. 

The Actor must be plural and is the only obligatory role.  

In example (22), the verb is tóngkô ‘converse’, and the focused Subject pronoun is ki 

we’. 

 (22) Dì ki patóngkóé tingód kanan. 

dì ki pa-tóngkô-é tingód kanan 

not 1PL.IN IRR.SF-converse-_ about that 

‘We will not converse with each other about that.’ 0622:24 

In example (23), the verb is limud ‘gather’, and the focused pronoun is kó ‘you’. 

 (23) Mga manubù, palimudé kó langun.... 

mga manubù pa-limud-é kó langun 

PL person NEUT.SF-gather-_ 2PL all 

‘People, all of you gather together....’ 0622:43a 

Other verbs in this class include: 

diyà ‘to separate from each other’ 

maté ‘to fight or kill each other’ 

kalyag ‘to desire to marry each other’ 

digár ‘to greet each other’ 
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3.1.1.3 Derived adjective verbs 

Verbs that are derived from adjective roots are included as a subset here, even 

though the forms of their affixation are different from non-derived Subject focus verb 

affixation: ig- ‘realis tense’, kuma- ‘irrealis tense’, ma- ‘neutral tense’, and ágma- 

‘habitual tense’. 

The state or condition expressed by the adjective is seen in the derived verb form as 

being either in the process of change or in a state that is the result of a change.  

In example (24), the adjective root is rapung ‘many’, and the focused Subject phrase is 

é manubù dutun ta Banga ‘the people at Banga’. 

 (24) Migmarapung é manubù dutun ta Banga. 

migma-rapung é manubù dutun.ta Banga 

REAL.SF-many MP1 person there.at Banga 

‘The people at Banga became very many.’ 0622:56 

Other verbs in this class include: 

gánnó ‘to become cold’ 

babó ‘to become shallow’ 

mahal ‘to become expensive’ 

tabbang ‘to become bland in flavor’ 

3.1.2 Class 2 (OF:patient -án) 

In this class the verb is only affixed for Object focus: ig- ‘realis tense’, -án ‘irrealis 

tense’, -i- ’neutral tense’, and ág--án ‘habitual tense’. 

The only role that can occur here is that of Patient. Verbs in this class typically refer to 

unnatural events or circumstances, especially physical sickness (possibly those 

conditions that are viewed as being inherent rather than induced).   

In example (25), the verb is dipanug ‘bleed’, and the focused Object pronoun is a ‘I’. 
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 (25) Diya tumindág su ágdipanugánna. 

dì.a –um-tindág su ág-dipanug-án.a 

NEG.1SG IRR-stand because HAB.OF-blood-_.1SG 

‘I will not stand up because I am menstruating.’ GEN 31:35 

Other verbs in this class include: 

kalamayu ‘to have a skin disease of the feet’ 

kamansán ‘to have a swollen lymph node in the groin’ 

tamóngkì ‘to have mumps’ 

sunggù ‘to have a nosebleed’ 

paró ‘to have laryngitis’ 

kalawang ‘of iron to rust’ 

3.1.3 Class 3 (RF:beneficiary -an) 

In this class the verb is only affixed for Referent focus: ig--an ‘realis tense’, -an 

‘irrealis tense’, -i ’neutral tense’, and ág--an ‘habitual tense’. 

The only role that can occur is Beneficiary. Verbs in this class include those that refer 

to unnatural events or circumstances, especially abnormal physical conditions that cause 

pain and even death (possibly conditions that are viewed as being supernaturally 

induced).  

In example (26), the verb is anit ‘suffer consequences of violating the anit taboo’, and 

the focused Beneficiary is implied, ‘people in general’. 

 (26) Takud.ta sikandan, mému ganitan mabaluy 

takud.ta sikandan ma-imu ág-anit-an ma-baluy 

from 3PL IRR.OF-become HAB.RF-taboo-_ IRR.OF-transform 

  wayig ó kasili. 

wayig ó kasili 

water or eel 

‘From their time on, people in general will suffer the consequences of violating 

the anit taboo [that forbids incest and laughing at animals] and will be 

transformed into a river or an eel.’  1100:16 
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Other verbs in this class include: 

butud ‘to have abdominal gas pain’ 

suwì ‘to give birth by breech’ 

dáppi ‘to have a twin sibling’ 

dunggù ‘to be possessed by a spirit’ 

barin ‘to suffer the consequences (spirit possession) for breaking a certain taboo’ 

3.1.4 Class 4 (SF:agent –um-) (OF:patient –án) 

In this class the verb may be affixed either for Subject focus: ig- ‘realis tense’, -um- 

‘irrealis tense’, (Ø) ’neutral tense’, and ág- ‘habitual tense’, or for Object focus: ig- ‘realis 

tense’, -án ‘irrealis tense’, -i- ’neutral tense’, and ág--án ‘habitual tense’. 

Both an Agent role and a Patient role occur in this verb class. The Patient is the entity 

that is directly affected by the predication, i.e., it typically undergoes a change of state in 

which the entire unit is affected. (There is no formal difference between Patient and what 

might be labeled Goal.) 

In example (27), the verbs are pid ‘bring’ and ággut ‘catch’, the focused Subject for 

both is sikandin ‘he’, and the nonfocused Object phrases are ka asu ‘a dog’ and ka 

saladáng ‘a deer’ respectively. 

 (27) Igpid áskandin ka asu su mággut áskandin 

mig-=pid sikandin ka asu su M-=ággut sikandin 

REAL_SF=bring 3SG OBL dog because IRR_SF=catch

 3SGOBL 

ka saladáng. 

ka saladáng 

OBL deer 

‘He brought along a dog because he was going to catch a deer.’ 0223:4 

In example (28), the verb is gakus ‘hug’, the nonfocused Subject is dan ‘they’, and the 

focused Object is si Paliman ‘Paliman’. 
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 (28) Miggakus dan si Paliman. 

mig-gakus dan si Paliman 

REAL.OF-hug 3PL MP1 Paliman 

‘They hugged Paliman.’ 0622:40 

Other verbs in this class include: 

ilad ‘to dry something in the sun’ 

inanan ‘to eat food without rice or corn’ 

tiang ‘to carry something on one’s shoulder’ 

ubad ‘to untie something tied, or to translate something into another language’ 

iram ‘to feel something with one’s hand’ 

For many verbs in this class, when the Patient is focused, it is viewed as being entirely 

processed and the action of the verb as having been somehow completed.  

In example (29), the verb is tampád ‘cut off’, the nonfocused Subject pronoun is din ‘he’, 

and the focused Object phrase is tô duwa ikug ‘the two tails’. 

 (29) asta migtampád din tô duwa ikug. 

asta mig-tampád din tô duwa ikug 

and REAL.OF-cut.off 3SG MP1 two tail 

‘and he cut off the two tails.’ 1102:18b 

Other verbs that demonstrate this feature include: 

abál ‘to weave abaca cloth’ 

kamát ‘to clear a field for planting’ 

daru ‘to plow a field’ 

lullù ‘to scrub one’s feet’ 

For other verbs in this class, when the Patient is focused, it is viewed as a single unit 

(i.e., in contrast to a composite).  

In example (30), the verb is pudut ‘pick up’, the unfucused Subject pronoun is din ‘he’, 

and the focused Object phrase is tô bulawan ‘the gold’. 
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 (30) Na, ándasu minaté dán tô áppuy, igpudut 

na ándasu min-maté dán tô áppuy ig-pudut 

LK when REAL.OF-die now MP1 snake REAL-pick.up 

  din tô bulawan,... 

din tô bulawan 

3SG MP1 gold 

‘Then when the snakes were dead, he picked up the gold,...’ 1102:18a 

Other verbs that demonstrate this feature include: 

sabun ‘to apply soap to laundry’ 

bawus ‘to tie something into large bundles’ 

bagtì ‘to break off by hand the edible part from a plant’ 

bakà ‘to squeeze sugarcane juice into a container’ 

dabdab ‘to burn the body hair off of a carcass (in preparation for butchering)’ 

dagmit ‘to snatch something from someone (without warning)’ 

3.1.5 Class 5 (SF:agent -um-) (RF:beneficiary -an) 

In this class the verb may be affixed for either Subject focus (ig- ‘realis tense’, -um- 

‘irrealis tense’, (Ø) ‘neutral tense’, and ág- ‘habitual tense’) or Referent focus (ig--an 

‘realis tense’, -an ‘irrealis tense’, -i ‘neutral tense’, and ág--an ‘habitual tense’). 

Both an Agent role and a Beneficiary role occur in this verb class.  

In example (31), the verb is ngisi ‘laugh’, the focused Subject pronoun is ka ‘you’, and 

the nonfocused Referent is ka mga kutu ‘lice’. 

 (31) Atin kun ka ngumisi kak mga kutu,... 

atin kun ka -um-=ngisi ka=ka mga kutu 

if RS if IRR_SF=laugh 2SG=OBL PL lice 

‘They say if you laugh at lice,...’ 0118:2 

In example (32), the verb is panalan ‘instruct’, the nonfocused Subject pronoun is dan 

‘they’, and the focused Referent is an antecedent ‘little boy’ manifested by the zero 

allomorph of the third person singular pronoun in Set 1. 
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 (32) Tô ándà pa sikandan minaté, migpanalanan dan,... 

tô ándà pa sikandan min-maté mig-panalan-an dan 

when not yet 3PL REAL.OF-die REAL.RF-instruct-_ 3PL  

‘Before they died, they instructed him,...’ 1102:15 

In example (33), the verb is lugsù ‘drenched’, the nonfocused Subject phrase is ka 

udan ‘the rain’, and the focused Referent is an antecedent ‘little boy’ who was 

disadvantaged by the rain and is manifested by a zero allomorph of the third person 

singular pronoun in Set 1.  

 (33) miglugsuan kódan. 

mig-rugsù-an ka-udan 

REAL.RF-drench-_ MP3-rain 

‘He was drenched by rain.’ 1102:4b 

 In example (34), the verb is pista ‘celebrate’, the nonfocused Subject pronoun is ta 

‘we’, and the focused Referent phrase is si Paliman ‘Paliman’. 

 (34) Pistaan ta si Paliman,... 

pista-an ta si Paliman 

celebrate-RF 1PL.IN MP1 Paliman 

‘We will celebrate[honor] Paliman,...’ 0622:45 

In example (35), the verb is táddù ‘instruct/teach’, the nonfocused Subject phrase is i 

Paliman ‘Paliman’, and the focused Referent phrase is tô mga manubù diyan ta Banga 

‘the people at Banga’. 

 (35) Ágtádduan i Paliman tô mga manubù diyan.ta 

ág-táddù-an i Paliman tô mga manubù diyan.ta 

HAB.RF-instruct-_ MP2 Paliman MP1 plural person there.at 

  Banga ka ágpamánnun é kawat. 

Banga ka ág-paN-mánnu-án é ka-awat 

Banga MP3 HAB-DIST-how-OF MP1 NOUN-receive 

‘Paliman taught the people at Banga how to do midwifery.’ 0622:47 

Other verbs in this class include: 
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adák ‘to kiss someone’ 

kinamì ‘to surround something or someone’ 

kita ‘to find a place’ 

singyas ‘to signal to someone’ 

kinamì ‘to envelop someone’ 

alad ‘to fence out animals’ 

agkót ‘to impose on or move in with someone’ 

alagad ‘to accompany someone’ 

With other verbs in this class the Beneficiary is only partially (rather than entirely) 

affected by the state or process described in the verb.  

In example (36), the verb is kan ‘eat’, the nonfocused Subject pronoun is dan ‘they’, and 

the focused Referent is the cleft phrase tô batad ‘the corn’. 

 (36) sanggián tô batad samà katô igkannan dan ka mangngud.... 

sanggì-án tô batad samà katô ig-kan-an dan ka mangngud 

harvest-OF MP1 corn left MP3 REAL.RF-eat-_ they MP3 immature 

‘they will harvest the [mature] corn that remains of what they have partially 

eaten when it was immature....’ 0230:8 

3.2 Classes of Involuntary Verbs 

Verbs with Involuntary verb affixes indicate that the predication is typically viewed as 

unintentional (due to accident or fortune), natural (due to physiological or environmental 

phenomena), circumstantial (due to economic or other constraint), or as a reflection of 

ability. Because involuntary clauses are structurally similar to active clauses, their 

description is simplified if they are viewed as transforms of active clauses. Therefore the 

verb classes posited for active verbs are also used for involuntary verbs, even though 

the inventory of verbs that occur in one clause type do not all occur in the other. 

Three classes of involuntary verbs occur. They are divided according to verb affixation 

and the choice of role participants. Involuntary verbs are typically unintentional and 

accidental, and contrast with Active and Causative verbs. 
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Many verbs occur both in active clauses and in involuntary clauses. A verb with 

contrastive active and involuntary meanings is shown In example (37) the verb dinág 

‘hear’ occurs twice, once as active (igdinág) and once as involuntary (ágkadinág). 

 (37) duwán migdinág din ágdagunut, sunnud dakál dagunután, 

duwán mig-=dinág din ág-=dagunut sunnud dakál dagunut=-án 

EXT REAL_OF=hear 3SG HAB_SF=noise very large

 noise=NMR 

su ágsippang ák lindig ka langit ágkadinág. 

su ág-=sippang ka lindig ka langit ágka-=dinág 

because HAB_SF=until OBL edge GEN heaven HAB_OF=hear 

‘...there was something he heard making a noise, a very loud noise, because it 

could be heard as far (away) as the edge of heaven.’ 1102:6 

3.2.1 Class 6 Involuntary Subject Focus (ISF) 

In this class the verb is affixed for Subject focus: ika- ‘realis tense’, maka- ‘irrealis 

tense’, paka- ‘neutral tense’, and ágpaka- ‘habitual tense’. 

Two subclasses occur here, one in which an Actor role is focus, and the other in which 

an Instrument role is focused. 

3.2.1.1 Class 6a (ISF:actor maka-) 

The focused Subject as Actor is the only participant. Two distinct types of action occur 

with identical verb affixation: abilitative action (including purposeful action that is 

successful), and accidental action. 

Abilitative action is in view in examples (38) and (39). In example (38), the verb is 

luwà ‘escape’, and the focused Subject is the phrase tô batà ‘the child’. 

 (38) Yan.pa mikaluwà tô batà. 

yan.pa ika-luwà tô batà 

then REAL.SF-escape MP1 child 

‘After that the child was able to escape.’ 1102:29 
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In example (39), the verb is páttud ‘control oneself’, and the focused Subject phrase is 

tô batà ‘the child’. 

 (39) Ándà mikapáttud tô batà. 

ándà mika-páttud tô batà 

not REAL.SF-control MP1 child 

‘The child was not able to control himself.’ 1102:22 

Other verbs in this class that seem to signal abilitative action include: 

saut ‘to overtake someone’ 

sugat ‘to hit a mark (as when shooting or throwing something)’ 

sóddór ‘to know something’ 

Accidental action is in view in example (40), where the verb is dinág ‘hear’, and the 

focused Subject phrase is é biyà na góddô tut ugis langit ‘the fairy who lived in the holy 

heaven’. 

 (40) Mikadinág é biyà [na] góddô tut ugis langit,... 

mika-dinág é biyà na ág-óddô dutun-ta ugis langit 

REAL.SF-hear MP1 fairy LK HAB.SF-dwell there-at holy heaven 

‘A fairy (princess) who lived in the holy heaven happened to hear (about 

him),...’ 1102:46 

Other verbs in this class that seem to signal accidental action include: 

dugsù ‘to slip and fall’ 

ligis ‘for a motor vehicle to strike someone’ 

siud ‘to stub one’s foot on something’ 

pássik ‘for something to splatter on someone’ 

immaté ‘to accidentally kill something animate’ 

3.2.1.2 Class 6b (ISF:instrument maka-) 

The focused Instrument is the only obligatory participant. Although an Instrument may 

be a tool, more frequently it is the stimulus of sensations, emotions or physical distress. In 

example (41), the verb is ilu ‘poison’, and the focused Subject is yan ‘that’. 
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 (41) Pakélu yan agad makadélót ka dád. 

paka-=ilu yan agad maka-=délótka dád 

APT=poison that even-if APT=lick 2SG only 

‘That is able to poison even if you only lick it.’ [example from dictionary] 

In example (42), the verb is digár ‘benefit’, and the clefted phrase tô gó ‘that for sure’ 

refers to the antecedent phrase tô pagtáddù ka maistru ‘what the teacher teaches’. 

 (42) ...mákkás ka ándin tô pagtáddù ka maistru su 

-um-=tákkás ka ándin tô pag-=táddù ka maistru su 

FUT=follow MP3 what MP1 INST=teach MP2 teacher for 

tô gó tô makadigár katô kandan késkuwila. 

tô gó tô maka-=digár katô kandan ka-=iskuwila 

MP1 sure MP1 APT=good MP3 their NMR=school 

‘...they must go along with whatever the teacher teaches because that’s what 

will be able to benefit their studies. 0624:9 

Other verbs in this class include: 

baringár ‘for something noisy to evoke annoyance’ 

salábbù ‘for something to evoke mystery, enchantment or wonder’ 

tana ‘for something to evoke worry’ 

sámmál ‘for food to evoke revulsion or unpalatableness’ 

pakélu ‘for something to be able to poison someone’ 

pasmu ‘for something to be able to cause weakness or dizziness’ 

langu ‘for something to be able to cause intoxication’ 

 

3.2.2 Class 7 (IOF:patient ma-) 

In this class the verb is affixed for Involuntary Object focus: i- ‘realis tense’, ma- 

‘irrealis tense’, ka- ‘neutral tense’, and ágka- ‘habitual tense’. 

Typically the person or object represented by the focused substantive phrase is viewed 

as involuntarily changed or acted upon by unseen forces. Frequently the verb is 
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translated by the English passive. There is no formal difference between Patient and what 

might be labeled as Experiencer. 

In example (43), the verb is maté ‘die’, and the focused Object phrase is tô duwa áppuy 

‘the two snakes. 

 (43) Minaté tô duwa áppuy. 

i-maté tô duwa áppuy 

REAL.OF-die MP1 two snake 

‘The two snakes had already died.’ 1102:14 

In example (44), the verb is dinág ‘hear’, and the focused Object pronoun is sikandin 

‘he’. 

 (44) Minému sikandin midinág. 

i-imu sikandin i-dinág 

INV.OF-become 3SG REAL.OF-hear 

‘He became well known [lit. heard about].’ 1102:44 

Other verbs in this class include: 

tadin ‘for someone to be lost [i.e., disoriented]’ 

baráng ‘for someone to be completely intoxicated’ 

óddó ‘for a fire to die out’ 

gangu ‘for a plant to wither’ 

báddás ‘for a woman to be or become pregnant’ 

tábbag ‘for something to split apart or crack open’ 

lallan ‘for something to be used up’ 

With verbs that express emotion, the person represented by the focused substantive 

phrase is the one who experiences or feels that emotion. Whether the emotion described 

by the predicate might be viewed as inherent rather than induced is as yet uncertain.  

In example (45), the verb is sókó ‘be angry’, and the focused Object phrase is tô mga 

tábbé din ‘his sisters’. 
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 (45) misókó tô mga tábbé din.... 

i-sókó tô mga tábbé din 

REAL.OF-anger MP1 plural sister 3SG 

‘his sisters became angry....’ 1102:4a 

Another verb in this class is: 

baringár ‘to be annoyed by noise’ 

3.2.3 Class 8 (IRF:beneficiary ka--an) 

In this class the verb is affixed for Involuntary Referent focus: i--an ‘realis tense’, ka--

an ‘irrealis tense’, ka---an ‘neutral tense’, and ágka--an ‘habitual tense’. 

Whether the state or process described by the predicate might be viewed as induced 

rather than inherent is yet uncertain. 

Frequently the Beneficiary represented by the focused substantive phrase may be 

viewed as disadvantaged by the state or process described in the verb.  

In example (46), the verb is talù ‘lack common sense’, and the focused Referent 

pronoun is sikandin ‘he’. 

 (46) sunnud sikandin ágkatuluan. 

sunnud sikandin ág-ka-tulù-an 

very 3SG HAB.IDF-lack_sense-_ 

‘he was very lacking in common sense.’ 1102:2 

Other verbs that occur in this class with this meaning are: 

maté ‘to be bereaved’ 

ándà ‘to be impoverished’ 

sab ‘to be overtaken’ 

ballus ‘to be starving’ 

bugtus ‘to be released due to a broken tether’ 

gaga ‘to be compelled against one’s will’ 
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With other verbs in this class the Beneficiary is only partially (rather than entirely) 

affected by the state or process described in the verb.  

In example (47), the verb is titti ‘dry up’, and the focused Referent phrase is tô wayig 

‘the water’. 

 (47) tigkô mitittian tô wayig,... 

tigkô min-tittì-an tô wayig 

immediate REAL.IRF-dry.up-_ MP1 water 

‘...immediately the water dried up,...’ 1102:36 

Other verbs in this class with this meaning are: 

baráng ‘to be partly intoxicated’ 

tudug ‘to be sleepy’ 

kabus ‘of something (as one’s schooling) to be incomplete’ 

With verbs in this class that express emotion, the person represented by the focused 

substantive phrase is the one who experiences or feels that emotion.  

In example (48), the verb is dayó ‘be happy’, and the focused Referent pronoun is 

sikandan ‘they’. 

 (48) Na, pagdunggù dan tun.ta ugang din, sunnud sikandan 

na pag-dunggù dan dutun.ta ugang din sunnud sikandan  

now TEMP-arrive 3PL there.at in-law 3SG very 3PL 

idayawan.... 

i-dayó-an 

REAL.IRF-happy-_ 

‘Then when they arrived at his father-in-law’s place, they were very happy....’ 

0216:43 

In example (49), the verb is máddang ‘afraid’, and the focused Referent pronoun is 

sikandin ‘he’. 
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 (49) Áglipáddáng, su ágkamáddangan man áskandin.... 

ág-lipáddáng su ágka-máddang-an man sikandin 

HAB.SF-close.eyes because HAB.IRF-afraid-_ naturally 3SG 

‘He just kept his eyes shut, because naturally he was afraid....’ 0223:26 

Other verbs in this class with this meaning are: 

sókó ‘to be angry’ 

ranu ‘to be sad’ 

nayad ‘to be fond of or accustomed to’ 

sarukur ‘to grieve’  

salábbù ‘to be puzzled or awed’ 

ayyà ‘to be embarrassed or ashamed’ 

tana ‘to be worried’ 

 


